THE TEA IN WALKER MEMORIAL

WALKER FIREPLACE MEMORIAL to those Tech-nology men who died for their country in the Great War.

The inscription at the top of the memorial reads: "In Memory of Henry Lamy, first graduate of Tech, 1880-1883. This memorial is to commemorate the sacrifice made by those who served in the Great War." The memorial is ornated with fleurs-de-lis, reminiscent of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology's coat of arms.

LIBRARY CLOCKS

Most of us have probably wondered at one time or another, when there is no clock in the central library, if there is a circular space right above the entrance which was apparently designed for one. After having witnessed the nooks of many libraries recently, we might well conclude that our library has a clock, which it lack to distinguish itself from the rest.

In the case of the Tech library, this lack of attention will not hold. If one happens to look up, he will find that this watch has suddenly stopped or, if he has left it home, it is very convenient to have a clock on the wall in plain view, to inform him how much time he has left before his next class without having to disturb his neighbors. The librarians at the Tech, it is said, will admit it would be a great convenience to them also. Most of the larger class and lecture rooms have clocks in them, but the central library has not this convenience nor have most of the branch libraries. We feel sure that the whole student body would greatly appreciate the institute administration if they would consider these additional conveniences to our already complete system.

THE T. E. N. IS ARTISTIC

The T. E. N. deserves to be complemented upon the posters which have been going around. The artistic placards are done too prevalent in our halls and more of this type would be much appreciated.

WALKER FIREPLACE MEMORIAL TO LAMY

Dean Burton Dedicated Lestat in Walker Library to Commemorate Death of Henry Lamy

Dean Burton dedicated the Lestat Memorial Fireplace in Walker Library. The dedication was in honor of Henry Lamy, who served as the first class of Tech's graduation in 1880. During the dedication, Lamy's name was inscribed on the fireplace.

FACULTY CLUB CO-OPERATES WITH TECHNOLOGY MATRONES

Prof. E. L. Granger, head of the School of Aeronautics and Space, was in communication with the Tech Matrons, the faculty club with which he holds an open meeting in room 1020, on Tuesday evening. Prof. W. T. Brockway, head of the Fire and Smoke Research Laboratory, will report on his experiments at the University of Chicago, on Wednesday evening. Prof. W. F. S. Brogan, head of the Mechanical Engineering Department, will talk on "The Science of Bending." The meeting will begin at 7:30 p.m., and is open to the public.

NOTICES

For Undergraduates

Meeting for All Craneway and distance club dancers: December 10, 10:00 p.m. Tickets $1.25 to $19.75

All Activities are Urged to send their lists of names and addresses to the Club Secretary, Mr. A. C. Hampton, 3 Walker Memorial, by December 5. All lists will be sent to the Trustees of the Craneway and distance club by December 10. The Trustees will hold the lists and send them to the Club Secretary.

Freshman Anthropometric Charts

To all freshmen: The charts will be distributed on Monday, December 13, in your dormitories. Each chart will be accompanied by a card containing instructions for its use. The charts will be returned to the Freshman Anthropometric Chart Committee on December 20.

Examinations Schedule:

Examinations will be held on December 6, 11, and 18. All students are required to attend all examinations. The schedule will be posted on the bulletin board in the basement of Walker Memorial.

We hope that there will be a large attendance at this tea which is to be held in the Trophy Room of Walker Memorial. The tea will be a continuation of those given in previous years and the hostesses are members of the Student Hospitality Committee. Everyone who has seen the Trophy Room at Tech will say that they are the most enjoyable affairs, and there is a feeling of homelike warmth throughout the tea which only students immediately understand. Everyone is welcome and we know that if you go once you will surely go again.